Abstract. The X-rayclusterC0337-2522 at redshift z =0. 59 hosts in its core agroup of fivee llipticalg alaxies. Using N-bodys imulations we showt hat am ultiple merging eventa mong the fiveg alaxies is expected to takep lacei nt he next few Gyrs, forming a central brightest cluster galaxy.W ealso findindications that dynamical friction heating associated with this eventislikely to modifythe central slopeofthe cluster dark matter densityp rofile.
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1I ntroduction
We have identified agroup of fiveellipticals (Es) located in the core of the X-ray cluster C0337-2522 at redshift z =0. 59 (ROSAT Deep Cluster Survey [12] ). This system represents as trong candidate for the initial stages of brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) formation through galactic cannibalism [9] . Here, we explore how manyofthe fivegalaxiesunder consideration areexpected to merge before z =0 andw es tudyt he properties of them erger remnant. We addresst heseq uestions by using N-body simulations, exploringseveral initial conditions compatible with the imaging and kinematic information from our ESO-VLTd ata. Thed etails of observations and numerical simulations are given in [8] .
Recentobservational studies [13, 14] of afew galaxy clustersfind centraldark matter (DM) densitydistributions ( ρ DM ∝ r − β )flatter ( β ∼ 0 . 5) than predicted by cold dark matter simulations [6, 7] ( β ∼ 1 − 1 . 5). Apossible interpretation of this discrepancy is thatd ynamical friction heating [1] is effectivei nfl attening the DM cusp.W ei nvestigate this hypothesis usingo ur simulations, wheret he initial DM profile is cuspy ( β =1), galaxies are deformable, and initial conditions correspond to an observed cluster.
2R esults
In all thes imulations 3t o5g alaxiesm erge before z =0 .T he merger remnant is similar in its main structural and dynamicalp roperties to ar eal BCG (but with no evidence of the diffuse luminous halo typical of cD galaxies).I np articular, it satisfies the Faber-Jackson [3] Plane [10] , under the hypothesis that the fiveE sa re placedo nt heses caling relations, and that the mass-to-lightr atior emains unchanged in them erging process. Howeverother features of Es, suchasthe M BH -σ 0 relation [5, 4] , andthe metallicityg radient [11] , are hardly reproduced by this multiple dissipationless merging scenario. As regards the properties of the cluster DM halo, we find final profilesfl atter than thei nitial ρ DM ∝ r − 1 profile (see Fig. 1 ). We fit the cluster DM densityp rofilesw ith the formula ρ DM = ρ DM, 0 ( r/r c )
, with β , r c ,a nd ρ DM, 0 free parameters. Fort he finalD Mp rofilesi no ur simulations β 0 . 66 ± 0 . 15 to be compared with β =1of thei nitialp rofile. Our results (in accordance with recentsimulations usingrigid galaxy models [2] ) pointtowards amajor role of dynamicalfriction associated with BCG formation in determiningt he cluster DM profile on small scales.
